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Crystal Joy's mission is to teach, inspire and

encourage empowerment for performing

artists & ministry leaders

She utilizes workshops, inspirational speeches,

and performing arts as engaging tools for

personal growth, spiritually, emotionally,

mentally and financially. FOUNDER OF
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It's been said to be in Crystal Joy's presence is to experience the

joy of the Lord. Blessed with the gifts of humor and wit,

balanced with a brilliant mind of communicating through the

arts, Crystal has a unique ability to command the stage whether

she is teaching about dramatic ministry, mistress of ceremony

for an event or teaching the artistic community on financial

management. Her creative and bold delivery cannot be ignored.

As Crystal's desire to enhance her talents to become a more excellent resource to help

others, she continued higher education after high school. She established a degree in

Broadcasting and Telecommunications, training in Social Work, and counseling, and

finished her formal training with a Masters in Administration and Education. In addtion, she

is trained in Financial Literacy as a L.I.F.E. (Living In Financial Excellence) Financial

Literacy Coach to help families live financially stress free. 

Her versatile background experience consists of teaching in public schools and college

level, radio personality, television and film actress, writing, producing and performing in

plays, conducting training workshops in financial literacy, the arts and ministry arts

programs as well as a product developer, acting, singing and writing curriculums and

books.  In her desire to authentically deliver Biblical truth, Crystal was recently appointed

as an Ordained Minister.

As an accomplished author, her recent book titled Who ART in Heaven? Conceptual

Strategy of Arts and Academics for Ministry Leaders is now available as ebook or

paperback on multiple sites as well as Amazon. 

For booking Crystal Joy as a Empowerment Speaker, Arts Ministry Training & Acting Coach,

Financial Literacy Workshop or Host for your next event go to www.CJoyMinistries/Booking
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We have all asked ourselves, “Does anyone care

that I am here?” “Do I serve a purpose of

value?” “Do I matter at all to anyone?” The

answer is a resounding YES YOU DO! Who Art In

Heaven is a delightful, personal, and inspiring

perspective on establishing an understanding of

your value and contribution to the world. Author

Crystal Joy shares a personal account of how

each of us is uniquely different for a divine

purpose! We are diversely designed to use our

divine, valuable purpose through creatively

working with one another in all of the arts and

academic arenas. If there is ever any question

of “Why am I here?” Who Art In Heaven will

enhance your awareness of your one-of-a-kind

connection to others and your wonderful value

to the world. 

WHO ART IN HEAVEN
CONCEPTUAL STRATEGY OF ARTS AND ACADEMICS FOR MINISTRY LEADERS

SYNOPSIS

God’s plan purposely utilizes our gifts and talents in specific arenas to build valuable

relationships, relevant ministries, and productive organizations. “In all your getting, get an

understanding.” This scripture is the essence of this profoundly conceptual book of the

“whys” behind the “whats” of our purpose in the Kingdom. You have a purpose that only

you can fill. Decide today to not waste another moment just existing. Who Art In Heaven

is the colorful creative bridge to joyfully inspire you to cross over into your destiny while

helping others do the same!
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